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Foreword
INBONIS Management

It has become almost cliché to enumerate the
importance of Small and Medium Enterprise (SME).
There must be enough government and academic
reports on this subject to reach and cover the moon.
Suffice it to say that SMEs are critical to both the
economic and social fabric of our communities.
Despite noble and numerous interventions on their
behalf, SMEs remain poorly served by the financial
sector. In this report, INBONIS shows that Spanish
SMEs are paying 1.000 basis points over the banks’
cost of money while having to endure a terrible user
experience.
The root cause is a lack of trust based on poor data,
weak analysis and inefficient processes.
Trust is what the financial sector calls “risk”. Trust is
built on data and understanding. SMEs are certainly no
less trustworthy than larger companies, but they can’t
provide data banks need. Indeed, much of their relevant
data is qualitative, non-financial data. Furthermore, SME
lending suffers from a lack of cost-efficient processes
that can deliver profitably and at speed.
The good news is that technology is creating
unprecedented opportunities for innovation on behalf of
SMEs. Not only are the tools evolving to better engage

Alberto Sanchez-Navalpotro
Chief Executive Officer

with SMEs but the volume and quality of the data
available is unprecedented.
Some incumbent financial players and “fintech”
newcomers are investing to better understand and
engage with the heterogeneity and complexity of SMEs.
INBONIS is leading innovation on data aggregation,
holistic analysis and the streamlining of lending
processes.
Collaboration and coordination are critical to improve
the SME lending ecosystem. This report proposes key
actions for all SME financing stakeholders: SME, Banks,
Alternative lenders, Large Value Chain partners and
Regulators.
We would like to thank all those already working in this
arena and the INBONIS customers and collaborators
who provided input and support in the research phase
of this study.
Small and medium businesses are too important for our
economic and social prosperity for us not to all innovate
and support them better. If you agree, get in touch and
join us in building the future of SME lending.
					

Justin DeKoszmovszky
Chief Impact Officer

Sincerely,

Antonio Alcalde
Risk Management

1. Ministerio de Empleo y Seguridad Social, Dec. 2015
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Executive Summary

Executive
summary

1
this paper focus is
the short term
financing of Spanish
SMEs with revenues
under €5 million

Small and medium enterprise (SME) lending is
not easy: the heterogeneity, complexity and lack
of accounting standards make SME analysis very
challenging. But lending is about trust and the
value one can put on that trust, what the financial
sector calls “risk.” Technology and alternative data
sources can be employed to generate and quantify
trust where it has been undervalued, broken or
never existed: between the financial sector and
Spanish SMEs.
The objective of this paper is to raise awareness,
improve coordination and inspire solutions to
accelerate the positive impact of SMEs, defined
as companies with less than 50 employees. Its
focus is the short term financing of Spanish SMEs
with revenues under €5 million, especially working
capital financing because it appears to be the area
of greatest unmet demand both in terms of volume
and of quality of the options available2.
This paper begins by establishing the importance
and timeliness of better supporting SMEs with short
term financing within the context of an ongoing
market failure to do so. The paper then outlines the
innovations that are being introduced to improve
financing conditions for SMEs, including two
leading examples of bank partnerships with fintech
innovators. Lastly, all stakeholders have a role to
play in improving the ecosystem for SME finance,

2.

In Spain, 43% of SME external finance is used for inventory and working capital, with fixed investment below average at 31%.
Source : Survey on the access to finance of enterprises, European Central Bank, 2015
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and in the final section we outline INBONIS’ key
recommendations for SMEs, banks, alternative
lenders, regulators, and large value chain partners.
The data, insights and recommendations of this
report synthesizes diverse official statistics and

Executive Summary

secondary data and draws on 124 SME interviews
conducted by INBONIS and its agents across Spain
over 2015 and 2016. These interviews provide
this report with primary data on the perception,
experience and impact of the current financing
options available to Spanish SMEs.

SMEs are critical to Spain’s economic and social recovery.
Numbering 1.3 million, SMEs create 65% of GDP and 66% of jobs.
Yet they pay over 1000bp above the cost of money,
and 80% of SME loans require a personal guarantee.
Banks are critical to SME finance and hold a quasi-monopoly on the
market, making 97% of SME loans.
Financial markets do not have tools to understand and engage with
the heterogeneity and complexity of SME
Innovation, both from incumbent banks and new “fintech” entrants, is
mostly in improving digital channels and peer-to-peer
Innovation in new data aggregation, analysis and risk assessment
tools is the next important advancement
Collaboration between incumbent banks and new fintech
entrants are the most promising path to scaled
improvement for SMEs
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Summary
of recommendations
We identify key success factors for 5 key
stakeholders of financial innovation for SMEs.

SME
Negotiate like with other suppliers
Diversify financing sources
Prepare & organize your information

Banks

Traditional Financial Institutions

Be SME-specific
Simplify messages/communication
Diversify data sources
Innovate for efficiency

|
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Alternative Financial Entrants
Bring real value to the SME clients
Focus on core technology and capabilities
Do not replicate traditional bank processes
Build awareness and trust among the SME community

Large Value Chain Partners
Develop tools and processes
Ensure short term financial decisions
Leverage your SME support

Regulators
Ensure that the regulatory framework is stable
Adapt regulation
Continue digitalisation of reporting
Increase the transparency and comparability

|
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2

SMEs generate 65% of
Spain’s gross domestic
product and 66% of
employment

SMEs are critical to Spain’s economic recovery and
social success. Numbering 1.3 million in July 2016,
SMEs account for 99.7% of all Spanish businesses3.
These SMEs generate 65% of Spain’s gross domestic
product and 66% of employment4 --both important
indicators and drivers of overall economic recovery.
The SME segment has proven its strength and
resilience by surviving a financial crisis, including a
sharp credit contraction, between 2009 and 2014,
and is once again driving economic growth. Despite
these attributes, SMEs are still poorly served by the
financial sector, relying disproportionately on lines
of credit and paying prices in excess of 1000 basis
points above the cost of money.
2015 marked a second year of economic recovery for
Spain with annual GDP up by 3.2% and unemployment
down to 22.1% (from 26.1% in 2013). Domestic
demand is widely considered to be driving the recovery
and, in 2015, grew at its fastest rate since 2007.

3. 	Gobierno de España, Secretaría General de Industria y de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa, Jul. 2016
4. Ministerio de Empleo y Seguridad Social, Dec. 2015
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SMEs are important but not well served

SMEs are critical
to Spain’s recovery

1.3

SMEs
GENERATE

million
SME in Spain

66%
&
65%

of Spain’s gross
domestic product

99.7%

of employment6

of all Spanish
businesses5

But remain poorly served
by the financial sector
Banks take over

2months

SMEs are paying

1000bp
above the
banks’
cost of
money

87%

of Spanish small
business saw collateral
or guarantee
requirements rise or stay
the same over 20157

5.	Gobierno de Espana, Secretria General de Industria y de la Pequeña y Mediana Empresa, Jul. 2016
6. Ministerio de Empleo y Seguridad Social, Dec. 2015
7. INBONIS, Bain & Co, Institute of International Finance
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Today, banks are increasing the volume of loans to
SMEs (by 7% and 12% in the last 2 years8), but their
credit offerings and conditions do not satisfy the SME
segment. Spanish SME financing conditions remain

SMEs are important but not well served

tighter (higher collateral demands), and interest rates
higher than than the rest of Europe9. These conditions
lead to 23% of SMEs seeing collateral as the primary
limiting factor to accessing bank finance10.

SME main financial source
are Lines of Credit

BIG

MEDIUM

SMEs

Loans
Bond issuance

Lines of Credit

Leasing

Factoring

Other sources
50

40

30

20

10

0

Grants

Self funding

Commercial Credit

Other Loans

Retained Earnings
Source: Cepyme

8. European Central Bank, Statistical Data Warehouse
9. Survey on the access to finance of enterprises (SAFE) 2015, European Commission, European Central Bank
10. SAFE, 2015, ECB
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SMEs are important but not well served

Spanish SMEs pay
over 1000 basis
points above the
banks’ cost of money

INBONIS analysis shows that Spanish SMEs are
paying over 1000 basis points (bp) (ie: equivalent to
10% in annual interest rate) above the cost of money
due to the additional conditions and fees applied to
simple credit products. The cost to the SME of these
additions is not published or easily gleaned from the
financial statements of banks. INBONIS undertook
a bottom-up analysis to model, based on typical
offerings for a credit line, commissions and product
bundling, what Spanish SMEs are paying above the
cost of money.
The average interest rate for a loan to a Spanish
SME was 460bp in 201511 and to this were added
commissions equivalent to 201bp12. Bundling, or
forced cross-selling as one might call it, added a
further 129bp13. Lastly, the cost of the SME owner’s
personal guarantee as collateral adds 210bp14.
This conservative estimate means that a Spanish
SME is paying over 1000bp premiums versus the
rate at which the bank is acquiring the money lent
(Banks are now able to access money at nearly zero
interest rates15). We recognise banks add value as
intermediaries but that SMEs pay over 1000 basis
points above the cost of money is difficult to justify
and an opportunity to significantly improve SME
financing conditions.

Total cost paid by SME for
their Line of Credit
Average estimate in basis points
+ collateral

210

1000

1.000

+ bundling
800

+ commisions

130

200

600

460
400

200

0
Published interest rate
Commissions
Bundling or forced cross-selling
SME owner’s personal guarantee
Total charged above cost of money

Source: INBONIS

11.
12.
13.
14.

European Central Bank, Statistical Data Warehouse
Commissions assumed: 1% opening commission and 0.25% for non drawdown funds
Cross-selling conditions: minimum balance requirement of 15% of credit line, direct debiting of tax and social security payments and subscription to a credit card.
INBONIS research indicates SMEs consider the personal guarantee worth 300bp and we calculated that it was applicable to at least 70% of short term SME
lending, discounting the Bank of Spain statistic of 87%.
15. Banco de España
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SMEs are important but not well served

SME perspective
on bank offers

PROS
Reliability

“I trust them, they have been here forever and you know what
to expect.”
Brand Loyalty

“I’m a Bank X customer and will be my whole life. Everyone in
my family banks there.”
One-stop-shop

“I have been with Bank X so long and have so many
services from them, I don’t have time to change and it
works for now.”
Trust

“Can you really trust these new players? I don’t know… My
bank, after years, I feel somehow I can trust.”

|
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SMEs are important but not well served

After interviewing 124 small business owners across Spain, we want to share the
qualitative data to add their voice to this report. A large majority of interviewees
have a negative image of banks, perceiving them as a “necessary evil” but 100%
of respondents were still loyal clients in a variety of ways with strong personal
identification with their bank and suspicions regarding new entrants.

CONS
Slow

“Banks are slow and don’t work to the timeframes that small and
medium business require”
Commercially driven

“They try to « sell sell » but don’t take the time to explain”
Guarantees

“Banks do not understand, they don’t even care
to understand my business, they just care about the value
of my collateral/guarantees”
Transparency

“The combination of their products: insurance, credit cards, lines of
credit, mortgage loans, is confusing and it becomes impossible to
know if I am getting a good deal. I’m too entangled!”

Source: INBONIS research; names anonymised
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SMEs are important but not well served

SMEs are clear about what
they want from short term lenders

Access to credit

when they need it

Speed of response
(positive or negative)

Transparency

on total cost of financing

Financing

not dependent on guarantees

Fair risk evaluation
based on relevant business indicators
(not value of assets/guarantees)
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SMEs are important but not well served

SME lending
is complex
Today, Small business lending is challenging for traditional and new lenders because:

Financial statements and reports are often incomplete, almost never audited
and of variable reliability

Diverse operational models and structures require time, expertise and contact
to understand

SME business owners are critical to operations so their time is precious and
the application process can’t demand too much of

Geographically, small businesses are universally dispersed making personal
contact expensive

Relationships and social capital are significant components of small business
value not reflected on the balance sheet

The financial industry has not innovated to improve small businesses risk assessment
tools for years. Existing tools and models are mainly based on quantitative data, whereas
qualitative data is critical to understand a small business and predict the associated risk.
Historically banks had overcome the complexity of SME lending by authorizing credit
decisions at the local branch level. However, with centralization of decision making and
cost cutting at the local branch level, this capability has been lost. The result are the poor
SME financing conditions and lending experience described above and an opportunity for
innovation by both traditional and alternative financial players.
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new alternatives not
yet delivering

3

Banks have a near
monopoly on SME lending
with over 97% of SME
loans. But Banks are
under pressure

INBONIS research indicates that SMEs’ critical needs
are 1) speed, as the market demands faster response
times, and 2) cost, as margins have been thinned by
competition and economic contraction (for both client
and lender).
Historically, financial options for SME were limited,
which was OK while the market was local and time
not a major factor. The matrix shows the current
sources of short term / growth financing and their real
cost. What is clear is that current solutions are either
expensive and fast or cost efficient but slow. There is a
gap precisely where SMEs need the market to support
them: with fast and cost effective growth financing.
Banks have a near monopoly on SME lending
(excluding suppliers’ trade finance) with over 97%
of SME loans coming from banks in 201516 and, as
previously shown, 100% mind share. But even the
largest banks are under pressure. The market is
reacting to far greater cost/margin pressure with
increased centralisation and cost-cutting (eg: banks
have closed 27% of local branches since 2009 and
personnel reduction tactics like early retirement often
mean the most experienced staff leave first) and to
16. European Banking Authority, Report on SMEs and SME Supporting Factors,
March 2016
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

No Bank financing product is both competitive and delivered fast
Mapping of short-term ﬁnance product in terms of speed of delivery and cost

Fast
Speed / Responsiveness

Overdraft
Invoice
Discounting

Factoring
Line of
credit

Slow
Low

Cost / Rate

High
Source: INBONIS analysis

higher capital reserve requirements with reduced
risk-taking, higher prices and greater guarantee
requirements. These reactions, while understandable,
have disproportionally affected SME clients who need
local specialised services and made the traditional
small business lending approach less and less fit for
purpose. Instead of innovating to better serve SME
clients, most banks are focusing on consumer loans,
mortgages and serving larger companies. One reaction
not mentioned above that could improve financing
options for SMEs is digitalisation. Spanish banks are
investing heavily in digitalisation but not yet with a
focus on SME-specific solutions.
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

Spanish SMEs not diversifying
their financing sources
% SME seeking non-bank ﬁnancing
100

70%

80

55%

60

40

45%

22%

20

0

SPAIN

UNITED
STATES

The global excitement and buzz surrounding
“fintech” is also hitting Spain and SMEs do have more
alternatives to meet their financial needs, but these
are not yet widely known or used. The excitement
for fintech has remained largely within financial and
technology spheres. INBONIS research shows that
Spanish SME owner-operators have nearly zero
unaided awareness of alternative finance brands.
In fact, less than 5% could name an SME fintech
brand and, when prompted, responded with cautious
curiosity. A recent study by the University of Valencia
found that only 22% of Spanish SMEs sought
financing outside traditional banks, compared with
rates of 70% in the United States, 55% in France and
45% in Germany17. Spain ranks 14th in Europe for per
capita usage of alternative finance18.

FRANCE

While it is positive that new
providers and products
are emerging to serve SMEs,
the majority are still using
very similar risk tools
and ways of pricing and
managing SME client

17.	Universidad Internacional de Valencia (VIU), “El acceso a la financiación de las SMEs en España”, 02 April 2015.
18.	University of Cambridge, Centre for Alternative Finance, September 2016
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

While it is positive that new providers and products
are emerging to serve SMEs, the majority are still
using very similar risk tools and ways of pricing
and managing SME clients. Furthermore, the
digitalisation initiatives at traditional lenders is putting
the process online to improve speed and cost, but
the core technology applied to risk analysis and risk
management has not evolved. Most are not investing
to better understand SME risk. Instead, they assume
higher risk and thus are forced to require guarantees,
raise interest rates, or both. INBONIS analysis reveals
that Spanish SMEs are paying over 1000 basis points
premium versus the cost of money to banks and
primary research indicates that Spanish SMEs see the
cost of their personal guarantee as an additional 300

basis points on a short term loan19. Technology
and new sources of information are not yet being
applied broadly to improve the capability and speed
with which either traditional or new alternative
lenders are approaching the market. There are some
notable exceptions, which we discuss below.
It is not about new or old, traditional or fintech, it
is about who is innovating to better serve SMEs
with the financial solutions they need. To do that,
the industry must go beyond putting the same
offerings and decision processes online. Rather,
for both old and new players to serve SMEs as they
deserve, the industry must innovate on technology,
processes and data sources.

New Alternatives are Emerging
CATEGORY

Direct lenders

Crowdlenders

DESCRIPTION

IDENTIFIED PLAYERS

Structured as corporations or
funds, direct lenders underwrite
short-term ﬁnancing to borrowers.
New players are introducing
innovations including data
aggregation, loan origination and
risk assessment.

New model by which platforms
aggregate individual (“crowd”)
lenders and identify and assess
SME borrowers. The core
innovation is “market creation”
where trust must be created
between lenders and applicants
and supply matched with demand.

Préstamos a empresas con referencias

CAPITAL

Source: INBONIS analysis
19. INBONIS analysis and primary research
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

Loan Origination Case Example

J.P. Morgan & OnDeck
In 2015 when J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., one of the largest banks in the
USA, decided to develop a new online loan offering for SMEs, it turned
to an outsider: OnDeck Capital Inc. Since 2007, OnDeck has been
focused on SME lending using advanced analytics to make real-time
lending decisions and deliver capital to small businesses in “as little as
24 hours”.
The partnership brought together OnDeck Capital’s technical
capabilities and knowledge of the SME market with J.P. Morgan
Chase’s scale. OnDeck did not provide any capital and gets fees from
J.P. Morgan for origination and servicing of loans with a value up to
$250,000, previously considered too small to interest the bank. J.P.
Morgan can now process SME applications more inexpensively and
quickly, in hours instead of weeks.
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

Data Aggregation Case Example

ING & Kabbage
Started in 2011, Kabbage began as a specialised lender for online
vendors. They now make SME loans using e-commerce vendor data,
transaction data and other more traditional sources to evaluate the
risk and make fast loan decisions in “as fast as in 7 minutes”.
In 2015, ING and Kabbage announced a strategic partnership to pilot
the Kabbage platform in Spain. The objective was to be able to offer
nearly instant capital to small businesses using Kabbage technology
for data aggregation and analysis. ING recognised that it needed
to innovate and partner in order to win SMEs customers. Since the
announcement, news from this partnership has been scarce, but ING
has launched a “10 minute” loan offer for Spanish SMEs.
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Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

Technology
horizons
While there has been recent innovation
and the offerings for SMEs are improving,
there is no doubt that the quality and
rate of this innovation is only starting
to gain momentum. There are several
technology pathways that hold
great promise for improving SMEs
access to capital.

Aggregation of
bank account data,
other financial data
and business
performance metrics

E-commerce data

Psychometrics
and Biometrics

Data Collection
&
Aggregation

Social
media
footprint

Reputational
data from
business
partners
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Sector-specific
non-financial
benchmarks

Market evolution & new alternatives not yet delivering

Algorithms
evolving with
Artificial
Intelligence

Decision Making
&
Risk Assessment

Audio &
video analysis

Work flows
and decision
engines for
risk scoring
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we identify key
success factors for
5 key stakeholders of
financial innovation for
SMEs
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Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

The important distinction is not between “new” or
“old”, “alternative” or “traditional”. Each has a role
to play and the greatest success will be achieved
by those innovating to support SMEs as vauable
partners. Of course, SMEs must make the most of
that support. In this last section, we identify key
success factors for 5 key stakeholders of financial
innovation for SMEs. While these stem from
INBONIS research and experience in Spain, they are
applicable across other geographies.
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Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

SME
When seeking financial support, SMEs too often do not fully
investigate their options or treat their chosen financial providers
like any other supplier with whom they negotiate for better terms.
Instead, SMEs too often accept poor terms from lenders. Partly
this is driven by lower levels of awareness of options and financial
and accounting skills. However, traditional financial players have
kept their offers complex to benefit from confusion. Most generally,
what we call on SMEs to do is educate themselves on all their
options.

Specific recommendations

Negotiate like with other suppliers: Financial institutions simply
sell money. Treat them as you would any provider: communicate
and negotiate.
Diversify financing sources: Like any supply, your financing should
not rest with only one provider. Having multiple sources improves
the resiliency of your business.
Prepare & organize your information: Organize your information,
documents and requirements ahead of time to ensure you get the
best deal.

|
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Banks

Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

Traditional Financial Institutions

Traditional financial players have served SMEs for centuries and
have 100% coverage—there is no SME in Spain who is not a bank
customer in some way. However, SMEs require more than the
traditional bank offerings and traditional players must evolve faster
to serve this critical market better.

Specific recommendations

Be SME-specific: Develop clear strategies and products for SMEs.
This may require the development, purchase and/or integration of
third party tools.
Simplify messages/communication: Bundling of financial
products creates opacity and confusion; improve the
transparency and clarity of your offerings.
Diversify data sources: Include positive actions of SMEs in credit
bureau information and leverage non-financial data to enrich risk
assessment models.
Innovate for efficiency: Build, partner or buy solutions to improve
efficiencies across the full process (from client onboarding to loan
underwriting and management).

|
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Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

Alternative Financial Entrants
Innovation in the financial sector and focused on SMEs is
happening and better alternatives are being introduced. However,
the uptake of these alternatives, offered by either new or traditional
institutions, is limiting their impact in Spain in terms of product,
pricing and client experience.

Specific recommendations

Bring real value to the SME clients – just being digital is not
enough.
Focus on core technology and capabilities relevant to
addressing the heterogeneity of the SME market.
Do not replicate traditional bank processes, develop your own
focusing on efficiency throughout the process.
Build awareness and trust among the SME community by
disseminating a clearly defined mission and set of values.

|
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Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

Large Value Chain Partners
Large SME value chain partners may be public sector procurement,
buyers of SME goods and services, organisations who use SMEs in their
go-to-market strategy, for example as resellers or installers. Beware of the
inherent power imbalance when large value chain partners engage with
SMEs. While creating valuable opportunities for SMEs, some of these
partners leverage their power for commercial terms which can stress
the working capital of the SMEs with whom they work (eg: late invoice
issuance, late invoice payment, inventory & return policies).
Given the importance of SMEs for economic recovery and the key role
they play in the social fabric of the communities in which they operate, the
most advanced large value chain partners are engaging with their SME
to understand them better and support the SME as part
of their value chain20.

Specific recommendations

Develop tools and processes to distinguish among SME partner
risk profiles.
Ensure short term financial decisions do not create risks in your
value chain where SMEs are critical.
Leverage your SME support and the impact it has on their
communities for brand, operational and commercial value.

20. 2Degrees is a good example of advanced support in the supply chain: www.2degreesnetwork.com
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Recommendations for the financial ecosystem

Regulators
There is high-level political and regulatory support for SMEs but too
often the programs are delivered via traditional players or channels.
Rare examples exist where regulators are starting to work with and
through modern SME-specific platforms (eg: local government in the
UK deploying SME funding via alternative lender Funding Circle).

Specific recommendations

Critically, ensure that the regulatory framework is stable and applied
fairly to all players to establish conidence for lenders and SMEs.
Adapt regulation to the nature and size of new players who lack the
scale (and compliance officers) of traditional banks, and do not have
their privileges.
Continue digitalisation of reporting and enable access to data
such that all lenders contribute to and are able to access CIRBE
information21.
Increase the transparency and comparability of SME financing offers
and their full cost (including bundling, guarantees, fees, etc.) – APR is
not enough.

21. We commend the recent Bank of Spain initiative to make risk assessment profiles available to SMEs:
http://www.bde.es/f/webbde/INF/MenuHorizontal/Normativa/circulares/BOE-A-2016-6606.pdf
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5 Questions SMEs
should ask of financial
providers
1

Do they really
understand my business?

2

Do they have a simple process
that is clearly communicated ?

3

Do they make the full true
cost of the offer clear?

4

How do they treat me,
like a client or a liability?

5

Do they provide specific answers to my
questions and alternatives to meet my needs?
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